Metabolomics based dietary biomarkers in nutritional epidemiology - current status and future opportunities
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Abstract

The application of metabolomics in nutrition epidemiology holds great promise and there is a high expectation that it will play a leading role in deciphering the interactions between diet and health. However, while significant progress has been made in identification of putative biomarkers more work is needed to address the use of the biomarkers in dietary assessment. The aim of this review to critically evaluate progress in these areas and to identify challenges that need to be addressed going forward. The notable applications of dietary biomarkers in nutritional epidemiology include (1) Determination of food intake based on biomarkers levels and calibration equations from feeding studies (2) Classification of individuals into dietary patterns based on the urinary metabolic profile and (3) Application of metabolome-wide-association studies. Further work is needed to address some specific challenges to enable biomarkers to reach their full potential.
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1. Introduction

The application of metabolomics in nutrition epidemiology holds great promise and there is a high expectation that it will play a big role in deciphering out the interactions between diet and health. The cornerstone method for measuring food intake in epidemiology has been the food frequency questionnaires (FFQs) and it is well documented that this self-reported instrument is associated with a number of issues such as random and systematic errors. Examples of such errors include under-reporting, recall errors and difficulty in assessment of portion sizes [1-3].

Such errors can lead to reduced power, underestimated associations and false findings which may contribute to inconsistencies in the field of nutritional epidemiology [3-5]. To overcome such issues there has been intense interest in the potential of dietary biomarkers as objective measures of intake. Currently dietary biomarkers exist for salt, protein, sucrose/fructose intake (sodium/nitrogen/sucrose and fructose measured in 24h urine samples) and energy expenditure (the doubly labelled water technique) [1, 6]. The use of the biomarkers to develop calibrated equations to correct for estimates for protein and energy intake have been shown to significantly impact on one’s ability to examine diet-disease associations: for example inclusion of biomarker calibrated data in the Women’s Health Initiative cohorts allowed for disease associations to be revealed that otherwise would have not been identified [7, 8]. Using urinary nitrogen and doubly labelled water as biomarkers Tinker and colleagues calibrated the intakes of protein and energy in a group of postmenopausal women [7]. Using biomarker calibrated equations they identified associations between protein and energy intake with diabetes risk; these associations were not identified in the uncalibrated data. Similarly, Prentice and colleagues reported that following biomarker correction energy intake was positively associated with coronary heart disease incidence and protein density was inversely associated. These relationships were only apparent when the biomarker data was employed [8]. These examples clearly highlight the potential of validated dietary biomarkers in nutritional epidemiology.

With the clear potential of such biomarkers there has been increased interest in using metabolomics for identifying biomarkers that are associated with dietary/food intake. In recent years there has been a plethora of publications demonstrating correlations between metabolites and food intake data highlighting the potential for the field [9-11]. Putative
biomarkers now exist for a range of foods including but not limited to red meat, coffee, nuts, wine, vegetables, legumes, citrus fruit, tea, sugar sweetened beverages [12]. While this range may seem extensive the challenge faced in moving these putative biomarkers into use is that many of these have not been validated in dose response intervention studies or examined for their sensitivity of specificity. A complete review of the these putative biomarkers and examination of their validity is underway by the FoodBall consortium (http://foodmetabolome.org/). Furthermore, a new flexible classification scheme for biomarkers related to food intake has been recently presented [13]. With this in mind, the present review will not discuss an exhaustive list of potential biomarkers but rather focus on the potential use of well validated dietary biomarkers in nutritional epidemiology.

While there is no doubt that there is great potential for the role of dietary biomarkers in nutritional epidemiology there are also a number of issues and limitations that need to addressed if it is to reach its full potential. The present review will examine some of the potential applications of dietary biomarkers in nutritional epidemiology while discussing pertinent issues and highlighting key challenges that exist (Figure 1).

2. **Use biomarkers to estimate dietary intake: is it a reality?**

Traditionally in epidemiology dietary biomarkers have been measured in a sub population of the cohort and regression calibration equations used to correct the self-reported data [5, 14]. This has been extremely successful for biomarkers of energy and protein intake. The same principles could apply for dietary biomarkers that reflect food intake (often referred to as food intake biomarkers) - where the biomarkers could be used to estimate intake from calibration equations and then applied using regression calibration to the larger cohort. Although there has been a sustained interest in food intake biomarkers the majority of publications demonstrate correlations between the metabolites and food intake data and there is a paucity of papers demonstrating that biomarkers can actually determine intake and thus could be used in larger epidemiological studies to either estimate intake or to correct self-reported data as is often done with energy and protein biomarkers.

A recent paper by Lampe and colleagues illustrated the potential of candidate biomarkers for dietary assessment in terms of nutrient intake [15]. The work demonstrated that a series of dietary biomarkers including carotenoids, tocopherols, folate, and vitamin B12 performed as
well as established energy (doubly labelled water) and protein biomarkers (urinary nitrogen) in representing nutrient intake. Importantly, the person characteristics did not contribute substantially to the overall model of biomarkers against intake. While the work didn’t specifically examine food intake it illustrates very clearly that the biomarkers were as good at estimating nutrient intake as the well-established biomarkers. Furthermore, it demonstrated the potential for blood based biomarkers. The calibration equations developed within this study have the potential to be applied in future studies to correct for the measurement error in self-reported nutrient intake: this will be particularly important when examining diet and disease associations.

A similar approach for correction of food intake is also feasible if suitable feeding studies have been performed to establish calibration equations. Two recent publications are of note in progressing this concept and demonstrating feasibility. Using NMR spectroscopy Garcia-Perez and colleagues analysed urine samples from a controlled intervention with the objective to identify a biomarker of grape intake [16]. Urinary tartaric acid was identified as a biomarker displaying a dose response relationship allowing the authors to construct calibration curves of urinary tartaric acid against red grape intake (g/day). The agreement between estimated intake and actual intake was good and a correlation coefficient of $R^2=0.9$ was reported. Gibbons et al reported a similar approach, however, the calibration curves were also used in an independent population study to estimate intake [17]. Using a controlled dietary intervention approach participants consumed standardized breakfasts for three consecutive days over three weeks [17] where the quantity of the food of interest was varied. In this instance, intake of orange juice decreased over a 3 week period from average of 520 g/day to 30 g/day. Calibration curves were constructed with the urinary proline betaine concentration against the known orange juice intake (g/day). A correlation of 0.92 was reported between actual intake and predicted intake again highlighting the high level of agreement. To the best of our knowledge this biomarker has stronger correlations with intake compared to any other proposed biomarker of citrus intake (for example citrus flavonoids)[18, 19]. Furthermore, the ability of the biomarker to estimate intake was tested in an independent cross sectional study of 560 individuals. Using the calibration curves determined in the controlled intervention study the citrus intake (g/day) was estimated from the urinary concentration of proline betaine. There was excellent agreement between the self-report intake (estimated from a 4 day semi-weighed food diary) and the estimated intake from the biomarker. The agreement was assessed by Bland and Altman analysis and mean
difference between the methods was 4.3g. The significance of this study lies with the fact that it clearly demonstrates how biomarkers may be used in a larger cohort/population setting to estimate food intake. The challenge going forward will be to ascertain if such biomarkers can give information on long term intake.

In conclusion, these studies indicate the huge potential of biomarkers in the determination of food intake. It is also noteworthy that the examples above have employed either urine or blood samples and there is great potential in using the combination of the two biofluids. However, for markers to function as estimates of intake it is essential that calibration curves are established in controlled interventions. These curves can then be used to estimate intake in the larger population based study. To make a significant impact it is now imperative that such work is performed on other foods and nutrients of interest in order to achieve a good capture of a person’s daily intake. With this in mind, it is also important to acknowledge that identification and validation of specific biomarkers for all foods is unlikely and that combining biomarker and traditional approaches will be essential. For example, in very large cohort studies it may not be feasible to measure biomarkers in all samples- in this case a sub-sample may have estimates of intake from biomarker data and a regression-calibration equation could be derived to correct the remaining self-reported data. Such an approach would be very important for studying diet-disease relationships in large cohort studies. It is also possible to use these food intake biomarkers directly and examine the relationships between intake and disease or disease markers; this concept is discussed further in the metabolome wide association studies below.

3. **Use of biomarkers to estimate dietary patterns: what is the current status?**

An interest in dietary patterns in relation to health outcomes has emerged in recent years as the importance of the whole diet as opposed to specific nutrients is emerging [20-22]. The ultimate goal of using dietary biomarkers within the context of dietary patterns will be to classify individuals into certain patterns or to confirm adherence/non-adherence to certain predefined scores. However, while there has been many publications demonstrating the link between dietary patterns and metabolomic profiles there are only a limited number of publications that demonstrated the ability to classify or assign people into certain dietary patterns based on biomarkers.
Andersen and colleagues used an untargeted UPLC-qTOF-MS metabolic phenotyping approach to distinguish between two dietary patterns with the purpose of developing a compliance measure for adherence to certain dietary patterns [23]. As part of this study the participants (n=181) were randomly assigned to follow a New Nordic Diet (NND) or an Average Danish Diet (ADD) for 6 months. Using the urinary metabolic profile a multivariate model was established that could distinguish the two dietary patterns. Examination of the model revealed that it performed well with a misclassification error rate of 19% (estimated using a validation set of samples that were not used to develop the model); this work demonstrates how one could use a biomarker approach to identify non-compliance to a certain diet. Using a controlled feeding study Esko and colleagues defined 3 diets that differed in macronutrient composition: low fat (60% carbohydrate, 20% fat, 20% protein), low glycemic index (40% carbohydrate, 40% fat, 20% protein) and very-low carbohydrate (10% carbohydrate, 60% fat, 30% protein) [24]. Using a targeted metabolomics approach plasma metabolites that were different between the diets were identified and then used to build a classification model to distinguish between the diets. The importance of such a model could be in the checking of adherence to specific diets but could also be use in large epidemiological studies to identify dietary patterns and link to health outcomes.

Garcia-Perez and colleagues used controlled interventions to define dietary patterns and built multivariate models to classify people into a dietary pattern based in urinary metabolomics data [25]. The four diets used in this study were designed to have a step variance in the WHO healthy eating guidelines that are planned to prevent non-communicable diseases (NCDs). The multivariate models were based on the urinary metabolomic profiles and were confirmed in independent studies. Interestingly, in these studies the individuals were classified into dietary patterns that were associated with higher or lower non-communicable disease risk. Further development of this work to obtain even more rigorous classification will be important for advancement of this field and the potential use of the approach for examining the links between diet and health. Furthermore, work should be directed at establishing if such approaches can pick up long term dietary patterns [26].

In work from Brennan and colleagues a cross sectional study design was used to derive a model based on urinary metabolomic data which could classify subjects into either a healthy dietary pattern or an unhealthy dietary pattern [27]. The healthy dietary patterns was characterised by higher intakes of breakfast cereals and porridge, low fat and skimmed
milks, fruit and fish while the unhealthy dietary patterns was classified by higher intakes of chips and processed potatoes, savoury snacks and meat products. Furthermore, the dietary patterns were supported by significant differences in blood parameters such as higher folate and 25(OH)-vitamin D in the healthy dietary pattern. The developed model was then tested in an independent study and it was found that it had a high correct classification rate. Further development of the model to include a more diverse range of biomarkers and more dietary patterns would be an important next step. The work presented by these three example demonstrate the huge potential there is in the use of dietary biomarkers to assign dietary patterns to individuals. Further refinement and development of the models and concepts should allow for rapid and objective classification of individuals which in turn could be used in large epidemiological studies to examine the associations between certain dietary patterns and health outcomes.

While the above four examples are particularly encouraging in terms of classification into dietary patterns there are also other noteworthy potential applications of metabolomics in terms of dietary patterns [28] [29, 30]. Recently, the relationship between 4 dietary patterns estimated by 4 diet quality indices and serum metabolites was reported by Playdon and colleagues [29]. For example the World Health Organisation Healthy Diet Indicator (WHO-HDI) correlated with metabolites related to polyunsaturated fat and fibre. The alternative Mediterranean Diet Score (aMED) was correlated with metabolites related to fish, nuts, fruit and vegetables. Further analysis also revealed that the dietary patterns were associated with certain metabolic pathways thus identifying potential mechanisms influenced by diet quality. The examination of relationship between dietary patterns and endogenous metabolites has the potential to further our understanding of the influence of diet on certain metabolic pathways. In fact in this context, the relationship between endogenous metabolic pathways and dietary patterns and indices will be more informative than examining correlations with biomarkers perceived to be related to food intake. Collectively, these studies provide a strong evidence base for the potential of metabolomics based biomarkers as a tool for assessment of dietary intake, evaluating compliance to a dietary pattern and identifying and evaluating relationships between diet patterns and disease.

Application of metabolomics to obtain an understanding of mechanisms underlying diet related diseases in large epidemiological studies has the potential to identify early prevention strategies. In this scenario, attention needs to given to a number of factors including the highly correlated nature of metabolomics data, the potential confounders and appropriate strategies for multiple comparison corrections. One approach that has been particularly successful is the metabolome-wide-association strategy (MWA): using this approach one can identify new biomarkers that can link with a particular condition or a quantitative trait [31, 32]. The modelling involved can account for the highly correlated metabolomic data, multiple comparisons and control for potential confounding variables [33, 34]. Recent advancements have improved the visualization of the results which in turn can aid interpretation [35]. This approach has been effective in a number of studies but to date has been under used in metabolomics studies. Application of the MWA approach to the INTERMAP study has indicated potential causal factors for high blood pressure across geographically diverse populations, however, further work is needed to confirm these findings as the results to date are only associations [36]. They identified a number of metabolites that were associated with blood pressure: both formate and hippurate were inversely associated with systolic and diastolic blood pressure and alanine was positively associated with blood pressure. These metabolites are influenced by a number of factors including diet and the gut microbiome: however, by placing the focus on the metabolite irrespective of whether it was correlated with self-reported dietary data allowed the authors to examine multiple exposures and factors simultaneously. Further application of the MWA approach should reveal patterns of metabolites associated with certain diet related diseases. The potential of also combining other omic data opens up new avenues.

5. Challenges in the field

One of main challenges in the assessment of dietary intake is obtaining good estimates of long term intake. From a biomarker viewpoint this also remains a challenge and one of the potential routes of addressing this is examination of repeated samples (2 to 3 repeats) over a time frame of 6-12 months depending on the feasibility. A recent study demonstrated that urinary excretion of various biomarkers was reasonably reproducible and concluded that three urine samples are sufficient for the long-term exposure status in epidemiologic studies [37]. A further challenge that exists is the large inter-individual variation in response to foods making it difficult to identify biomarkers that respond reproducibly across populations.
Furthermore, for biomarkers of long term intake one also needs to consider the potential contribution of the gut microbiota.

In the examples given in this manuscript for estimation of food intake- a single biomarker estimated intake of a single food. As we move forward in this field we will arrive at more complex situations such as combinations of biomarkers predicting intake of a single food- in this scenario we will need new mathematical models to develop appropriate calibration curves. In essence, for the field to grow and mature close collaboration between data scientists, metabolomics experts and nutritional epidemiologists is essential.

As our ability to measure more and more biomarkers increases we need to realise that many endogenous biomarkers may be correlated to food intake but will not be a good estimate for food intake as their metabolism including degradation and production will be tightly regulated and influenced by other physiological factors. Such biomarkers may have a potential role in examining the mechanisms underpinning health effects of certain diets. However, care needs to be taken that correct adjustments are performed to account for influence of other factors. Additionally, we need to employ recently developed assessment systems to examine the validity of the biomarkers in question [38]. This proposed system includes examination of biological plausibility, dose-response relationships, robustness (including specificity) and reliability.

To allow for cross cohort comparisons and pooling of data it is imperative that we move to measuring quantitative data- this will bring challenges to the analytical and data pipelines. Nevertheless, to ensure that we get meaningful data that we can link to dietary intake this will be essential. The measurement of quantitative data is inherent in the NMR approach, however, the lack of sensitivity means that we are limited to abundant metabolites. Furthermore, the identification of unknown compounds in samples is a major bottleneck for the identification of new biomarkers of food intake. A combined effort from the community will be essential to make significant progress in this field. Combining 2D-NMR experiments with LC-MS based approaches has the potential to aid identification of unknown compounds.

Finally, while challenges remain in the application of dietary biomarkers in nutritional epidemiology significant progress has also been achieved in the last 5 years. With global
efforts, it will be possible to address these and realise the full potential of metabolomics in nutritional epidemiology.
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Figure Legends

Figure 1. An overview of potential applications of biomarkers. Biomarkers can be used to determine food intake through the use of well-defined calibration curves. Using a biomarker level the amount of food intake in g/day can be estimated. In terms of dietary patterns one can use the metabolic profile to classify individuals into dietary patterns.
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